Model DM-05PMK, 5 Gal. Pail Sealing Kit
for Shop, Factory or Field

Benefits

- Bung plugs reseal pail to prevent splash out or fume venting
- Allows operator to store, ship or reuse pail contents later
- Bung plug suitable for any materials compatible with HDPE
- Seal 1 to 5 gallon plastic or metal pails easily and quickly

Each DM-05PMK Kit includes:

One, DM-05HCO
Bung cutter, hardened for long life and can be re-sharpened if necessary

One, DM-05PSP
100 bung plugs, made from HDpolyethylene, designed for tightly resealing bunghole

Optional Mixer
DM-05SSM, High efficiency bung entering drum mixer suitable for 1 to 25 gallon containers

WARNING! Always use Explosion Proof Kit, DM-166GWK for flammable mixing tasks.

3 Step • Pail Sealing System

STEP 1 ⚫ Perforate Lid
with DM-05HCO BungCutter™ about 2 inches from the pail edge, firmly press or rap with a mallet until the cutting teeth seat inside the lid then twist firmly and push down to dislodge scrap. 1 - Perforate

STEP 2 ⚫ Blend Contents
Mix with DM-05SSM stainless steel bung entry mixer, driven by DM-45ADH hand-held air drive or DM-45RAS rim drive or suitable electric drill (not for use with flammables) 2 - Blend ...

STEP 3 ⚫ Use or Seal
Press plug in firmly with handle of screw driver to seal drum with 1.5” HDPE bung caps. Caps tightly seal drum for storage or shipping. Caps: in bags of 100. 3 - Seal
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